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INTRODUCTION

Imagine that you've recently set a goal to eat healthier, 
and you are now deciding which to have for dinner, ei-
ther a spring salad or deep- fried chicken. You think 
back to your snack this afternoon when you had chosen 
a healthy option, a green apple. How would you interpret 
this prior goal- consistent choice, and how would that in-
terpretation affect the current decision?

We propose that how the previous healthy choice 
is assessed depends on which foregone alternatives 
to the choice are actively considered. You might look 
back and see the green apple as a healthy choice made 
from a diverse set of alternatives, such as a choco-
late chip cookie, a glazed donut, or a bag of crisps. 
Alternatively, you might view the same choice in light 

of a narrow range of foregone alternatives that are 
more similar to each other, such as a set consisting 
of a chocolate chip cookie, a peanut butter cookie, 
or an M&M cookie. The situation in which only a 
few goal- consistent options are available in a broader 
set of mostly goal- inconsistent options is not uncom-
mon. Vegetarians will commonly find only a few 
options available on a menu of meat- based options. 
Dieters might be presented with one fruit option 
among many high- fat desserts. Movie goers might 
find one thoughtful drama among superhero and ac-
tion movies.

A goal- consistent choice objectively constitutes one 
step of progress toward the goal, regardless of the un-
chosen alternatives. However, we propose that whether 
people construe the same goal- consistent choice as 
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either passing up a diverse set or a similar set of goal- 
inconsistent alternatives (or temptations) will affect how 
they subjectively assess the prior choice, with conse-
quences for subsequent goal- relevant choices that they 
face. In the current paper, we refer to foregone goal- 
inconsistent alternatives as “diverse” when they have 
relatively few overlapping features, primarily sharing 
the commonality of goal- inconsistency, and as “simi-
lar” if they belong to a common subordinate category.

This research advances previous literature on moti-
vation and goal- related perceptions by showing how the 
diversity of foregone temptations can influence consum-
ers' evaluations of their previous goal- relevant choice, 
including perceived sacrifice and goal impact, and their 
subsequent motivation. Prior research has investigated 
how previous goal- relevant choices can affect subse-
quent motivation (e.g., recall of self- control success or 
failure: Mukhopadhyay et al., 2008, Nikolova et al., 2016; 
sequences of past behaviors or “streaks”; Silverman & 
Barasch,  2023). However, the ways in which previous 
“unchosen” alternatives may impact consumers' on-
going goal pursuit remains an open question. Making 
consistent, repeated choices to forego goal- inconsistent 
alternatives in favor of a goal- consistent option is a key 
strategy for successful goal attainment. It is, therefore, 
critical to understand whether and how considering dif-
ferent types of foregone alternatives influences subse-
quent decisions, beyond how it affects the evaluations of 
the current choice.

More specifically, the current article suggests the 
diversity of foregone goal- inconsistent alternatives as 
a novel and potentially pervasive factor affecting con-
sumer's motivation to continue making goal- consistent 
choices. Previous research has largely explored how the 
presence or absence of goal- inconsistent alternatives in a 
current choice affects an individual's choice- making and 
their post- choice evaluation. Presenting alternatives that 
fulfill a competing goal in a choice set has been shown 
to reduce commitment to the focal goal, decreasing pur-
chase intention for a target (Friedman et  al.,  2018), or 
increasing goal- inconsistent, indulgent food choices 
(Wilcox et al., 2009). Making a goal- consistent choice de-
spite the presence of a goal- inconsistent alternative (e.g., 

when choosing a virtuous option from a set that includes 
vice options) increases consumers' satisfaction with their 
choice (Dhar & Wertenbroch, 2012). This prior research 
only studies the goal- inconsistency of concurrent alter-
natives. Going beyond these findings, we investigate the 
effect of diversity among the goal- inconsistent alterna-
tives (i.e., not the mere presence of these alternatives) on 
subsequent motivation and goal- related decisions.

In addition, unlike prior research that explored the 
effect of multiple means for goal attainment, represent-
ing goal- consistent alternatives (e.g., protein bars with 
different flavors in pursuit of a fitness goal; Etkin & 
Ratner, 2012, 2013; Han & Gershoff, 2019), our research 
focuses on the variety among goal- inconsistent alterna-
tives that might have hindered goal attainment if chosen 
(e.g., unhealthy snacks with different flavors). We suggest 
that diversity of foregone goal- inconsistent alternatives 
increases the perceived impact of a prior goal- consistent 
choice on overall goal pursuit because people feel they 
have passed over and sacrificed more when they resisted 
temptations with diverse, rather than similar, attributes. 
To the degree that people perceive their prior goal- 
consistent choice as having had a greater impact on the 
goal, we predict that they will be more motivated to per-
sist in goal pursuit and make subsequent goal- consistent 
choices (Figure 1 for the full conceptual model). In this 
article, we call this positive effect of considering diverse 
(vs. similar) goal- inconsistent alternatives on subsequent 
motivation the foregone alternative diversity effect (or 
foregone diversity effect, for short).

This research provides implications for consumers 
and marketers, particularly in industries closely tied to 
goal achievement, where commercial success depends 
on consumers' sustained motivation to make goal- 
consistent choices, ranging from physical health and 
financial well- being to personal growth and learning. 
These companies, through products, services, and apps 
designed to support goal pursuit, often focus on track-
ing and communicating consumers' past behaviors (e.g., 
sending push notifications when a daily exercise goal 
has been completed, visually displaying consecutive 
days in which learners finished a lesson, or encouraging 
users to log what they have eaten). However, the current 

F I G U R E  1  Conceptual framework.
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research suggests emphasizing what has gone uncho-
sen. Specifically, prompting consumers to consider the 
diverse goal- inconsistent alternatives that have been 
foregone while sticking to their goals could serve as a 
powerful motivator to continue goal pursuit.

TH EORETICA L DEVELOPM ENT

Foregone alternatives and perceived sacrifice

The structure and composition of a choice set im-
pacts how consumers evaluate the current choice (e.g., 
choice satisfaction or regret; Carmon et al., 2003; Kim 
et  al.,  2014; Schrift & Parker,  2014). For example, as 
the number of alternatives in a choice set increases, 
consumers feel greater loss after choosing between 
the alternatives (Carmon et  al.,  2003). This is be-
cause choosing one option from a choice set tends to 
feel like foregoing all the other possible alternatives 
that were available, not just foregoing the one next- 
best alternative that would have been chosen instead 
(Schwartz, 2004). For instance, when consumers need 
to make a choice and forego other available options due 
to an extraneous constraint, such as a time or budget 
limitation (e.g., choosing one event to attend among 
different events taking place at the same time), the il-
lusion that they could have utilized all of the foregone 
options leads them to perceive their choice as missing 
out on multiple options, inflating the perceived loss 
caused by the choice (Weiss & Kivetz, 2019).

In particular, prior literature has demonstrated that not 
only the number of alternatives under consideration, but 
also the degree and nature of shared vs. unique features of 
a given number of alternatives can systematically impact 
how people evaluate their choice (see Sherman et al., 1999 
for a review). For example, when evaluating alternatives, 
shared features among alternatives are underweighted, 
whereas unique features receive greater attention (Dhar & 
Sherman, 1996). Because unique features tend to be over-
weighted relative to shared features, consumers would 
feel greater loss when foregoing diverse alternatives with 
distinct types of desirable features compared with when 
foregoing a set of identical or similar alternatives.

For example, in one study from Sagi and 
Friedland (2007), participants made a blind choice with-
out knowing what the alternatives were, and all partic-
ipants were informed they had chosen a $50 bill. The 
participants who discovered that the unchosen alterna-
tives were dissimilar items with few overlapping features 
(e.g., mini- stereo set and microwave oven) regretted 
their choice more than participants who found out the 
unchosen items were more similar to each other (e.g., 
mini- stereo set and videotape player/recorder). These 
results suggest that the diversity of the foregone alter-
natives affects the perception of the sacrifice involved in 
making a choice–“how much” has been foregone.

Building on this literature, we predict that the nature 
of foregone goal- inconsistent alternatives will impact 
goal pursuit. Specifically, we predict that when foregone 
temptations are all similar to one another, choosing a 
goal- consistent option over the goal- inconsistent alter-
natives will feel like having given up one type of con-
sumption (e.g., cookies). By contrast, when consumers 
instead consider having foregone diverse alternatives, 
as long as each of the distinct positive features associ-
ated with each alternative is sufficiently salient, the prior 
choice will be experienced as giving up multiple types of 
consumption (e.g., cookies, donuts, and muffins), which 
would lead to perceptions of having passed over more 
(e.g., in terms of the number or scope of foregone op-
tions). Formally, we hypothesize:

H1. Considering diverse (vs. similar) fore-
gone goal- inconsistent alternatives increases 
perceptions of sacrifice from a prior goal- 
consistent choice.

Perceived sacrifice and subjective goal impact

Diversity of foregone goal- inconsistent alternatives 
can also increase perceptions of how much impact 
the prior goal- consistent choice has had on overall 
goal pursuit. Consumers perceive foregoing multi-
ple food types as helping a weight- related health goal 
more than just foregoing a single type of food with the 
same amount of calories (Haws & Liu, 2016). Similarly, 
consumers are relatively insensitive to reducing con-
sumption of the same food but perceive changes in con-
suming a different food type as affecting their health 
goal more (Liu et al., 2019). We theorize that a higher 
level of perceived sacrifice when foregoing diverse (vs. 
similar) temptations leads to a higher subjective feeling 
of goal impact, especially when objective goal progress 
is difficult to track.

Goal pursuit often involves conflict between goal- 
consistent options (which yield progress towards the 
goal) and goal- inconsistent options that are appealing 
for non- goal reasons (i.e., temptations). Crucially for 
our argument, the degree of actual goal progress is de-
termined by the chosen option, regardless of the un-
chosen tempting alternatives. For example, objective 
progress towards achieving a weight loss goal is de-
termined by calories actually consumed, and progress 
towards a savings goal is determined by the amount of 
money actually saved, regardless of what the alterna-
tives were in either case. Without clear objective mark-
ers, however, it can be difficult for people to assess how 
much actual progress toward the goal has been caused 
by a single goal- consistent action. Instead, people may 
monitor their goal progress using other available cues, 
including invested effort (Zhang et al., 2011) and salient 
counterfactual actions (Dhar & Wertenbroch,  2012). 
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Therefore, we propose that people will be affected by 
the diversity of foregone temptations, representing 
greater effort and sacrifice in making a prior goal- 
consistent choice, as an important cue to evaluate how 
much impact the prior choice has made on overall goal 
pursuit.

Choices involving sacrifice are effortful, and effort 
is one of the primary heuristics people use for outcome 
judgments. Consumers often show enhanced evaluations 
of items when they perceive having invested their own 
effort (Kim & Labroo,  2011; Norton et  al.,  2012), and 
they infer higher quality from a product and pay more 
when they believe that greater effort was invested in 
the process (Cho & Schwarz, 2008; Kruger et al., 2004; 
Morales, 2005). Further, goal research has documented 
an effort- outcome link, such that people perceive the ef-
fort as a signal of the impact of target action in fulfilling 
their goal. Consumers may perceive they have made more 
progress on their goal when they exerted more effort to 
initiate a goal- consistent action, for example, when it 
took more time to get to the gym or when they were not 
in the mood for exercise (Rafieian & Sharif, 2021). Also, 
a target object is viewed as more useful for achieving a 
goal when it is associated with more effort, even when 
the effort is not directly relevant to goal pursuit (Labroo 
& Kim, 2009).

Building on these findings, we suggest that among 
people making the same goal- consistent choice, which 
yields the same objective progress on goal pursuit, 
greater variety among the foregone goal- inconsistent 
alternatives will make people feel that their choice in-
volved greater effort and sacrifice to persist, and in turn, 
as having yielded a greater impact on their goal pursuit. 
In particular, this greater subjective impact inferred 
from the feeling of greater sacrifice should be attenuated 
when there is an objective marker to evaluate the exact 
progress made by the goal- consistent action. Prior re-
search on “feelings- as- information” suggests that the in-
formation value of subjective feelings decreases when the 
feelings are perceived to be less diagnostic to the judg-
ment or when objective information becomes more ac-
cessible (Pham, 2004; Schwarz, 1990, 2012). Thus, when 
consumers have access to an objective progress marker, 
they would be less likely to rely on their feeling of greater 
sacrifice to gauge how much impact they have made on 
the focal goal. In summary:

H2a. Considering diverse (vs. similar) 
foregone goal- inconsistent alternatives in-
creases the subjective impact of a prior goal- 
consistent choice on overall goal pursuit.

H2b. Greater subjective impact due to 
considering diverse (vs. similar) foregone 
goal- inconsistent alternatives is attenu-
ated when an objective progress marker is 
present.

Motivational consequences of subjective 
goal impact

The subjective impact is one of the central drivers 
of goal pursuit. Initial research in animal behavior 
(Hull,  1932; Miller,  1944) and more recent research 
on human decision- making (Cheema & Bagchi,  2011; 
Kivetz et  al.,  2006; Nunes & Dreze,  2006) has demon-
strated a goal gradient, such that motivation increases 
with progress toward a goal's end. In particular, Kivetz 
et al. (2006) demonstrated that consumers invest more ef-
fort in goal pursuit (e.g., repurchasing coffee sooner) with 
greater accumulated progress toward the goal, and even 
cues signaling an illusion of goal progress (e.g., providing 
free loyalty program stamps while holding total require-
ments constant) boost motivation. This heightened moti-
vation occurs because the perceived marginal impact of 
a goal- consistent action increases with each consecutive 
action toward a goal's end (Heath et al., 1999).

During goal pursuit, people are more motivated when 
their attention is directed to cues that make the marginal 
impact of their action appear relatively larger (Bullard 
& Manchanda,  2017; Wallace & Etkin, 2018). For ex-
ample, focusing on a smaller area of goal progress (i.e., 
accumulated progress at the beginning of goal pursuit, 
or remaining progress at the end of goal pursuit) in-
creases motivation because a single goal- consistent ac-
tion seems more impactful for goal achievement (Koo 
& Fishbach, 2012). Based on the general principle that 
higher perceived marginal impact translates into higher 
motivation, we predict that even when making the same 
goal- consistent choice, considering diverse (vs. similar) 
foregone goal- inconsistent alternatives yields greater 
subsequent motivation by increasing the perceived mar-
ginal impact of the goal- consistent action.

Although our account incorporates past findings 
on behavioral consistency, in which perceptions of 
greater past goal impact lead individuals to do more of 
the same behavior, some contrasting findings do exist. 
Specifically, licensing and coasting effects have been 
documented, in which a positive initial behavior, and 
resulting positive affect, can sometimes liberate indi-
viduals to behave in the opposite direction subsequently 
(Carver, 2003; Effron et al., 2012; Khan & Dhar, 2006; 
Krishna & Hagen, 2019; Seo & Patall, 2020). Recent re-
search has suggested various moderators that predict 
whether past goal- consistent behavior will promote con-
sistency and further engagement, or lead to licensing 
and disengagement from the initial action. These fac-
tors include the relevance of the target behavior to one's 
values or identity (Clot et al.,  2016; Effron et al.,  2009; 
Fishbach & Dhar,  2005; Kristofferson et  al.,  2014), the 
salience of competing goals (Orehek et al., 2011), and op-
timistic expectations regarding future outcomes (Yang & 
Urminsky, 2015).

In particular, our prediction of goal persistence 
hinges on the feeling of sacrifice, which arises from 
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considering what was previously foregone to make a 
goal- consistent decision. Gneezy et  al.  (2012) suggest 
that the costliness of the initial goal- consistent action 
is a critical moderator determining behavioral consis-
tency or licensing. People are more likely to continue 
to engage in goal- consistent behavior when the initial 
action involves genuine personal effort or sacrifice 
(e.g., making a monetary donation deducted from their 
payment). However, they tend to disengage from the 
goal when the initial action is costless (e.g., a monetary 
donation made on behalf of the participant, without 
any deduction from their payment).

Extending this notion to our framework, the costliness 
of the initial goal- consistent action will be judged based 
on what has been given up to remain consistent with the 
goal—the foregone goal- inconsistent alternatives. When 
considering having foregone diverse (vs. similar) temp-
tations, which involves greater sacrifice, the initial goal- 
consistent action would seem more costly. Consequently, 
people will then be more likely to make goal- consistent 
choices. To summarize:

H3a. Considering diverse (vs. similar) fore-
gone goal- inconsistent alternatives in a prior 
goal- consistent choice increases subsequent 
motivation to make an additional goal- 
consistent choice.

H3b. Perceived sacrifice and subjective 
impact of a prior goal- consistent choice me-
diates the effect of foregone- alternative diver-
sity on subsequent motivation.

These hypotheses are based on the assumption that the 
consumer has adopted a goal that is relevant to the choices 
in question. For a consumer not pursuing a weight- loss 
goal, for example, choosing a lower- calorie option instead 
of higher- calorie foods may not necessarily represent goal 
consistency. Our pilot studies confirm this assumption, 
finding that the diversity of foregone alternatives increases 
subjective goal impact only among individuals who en-
dorse the focal goal (see Studies A1 and A2 in Online 
Appendix J). Therefore, in our studies, we either employed 
widely shared goals that most people endorse (healthy eat-
ing goal in Studies 3 and 5; see Online Appendix A for 
pre- test evidence) or recruited people currently endorsing 
the focal goal (exercise goal in Study 1, healthy eating goal 
in Study 2, weight loss goal in Study 4).

Next, we present seven experimental studies (five 
pre- registered, see links for pre- registrations in Online 
Appendix B) that collectively test the entire proposed 
conceptual framework (Figure  1). Study 1 demon-
strates that a greater diversity of actual foregone goal- 
inconsistent alternatives to an actual goal- consistent 
behavior (exercise) increased related goal- consistent 
consequential snack choices in a field setting (H2a and 
H3a). Study 2 tests a boundary condition predicted by 

our framework, showing that considering diverse fore-
gone goal- inconsistent alternatives increases subse-
quent motivation only when the subsequent decision is 
in the same domain as the initial goal- consistent action 
because it is only then that the subjective impact of the 
initial action is goal- relevant (H2a and H3a). Study 
3 provides more complete evidence for the suggested 
mechanism by demonstrating a three- step process: 
foregone alternative diversity increases perceived sacri-
fice, which leads to increased subjective impact, which 
in turn increases goal persistence (H1, H2a, H3a, and 
H3b). Studies 4 and 5 provide further tests of the pro-
posed mechanism. In particular, Study 4 demonstrates 
that the increased goal persistence when considering 
diverse foregone goal- inconsistent alternatives is miti-
gated when an objective progress marker exists, which 
decouples the relationship between perceived sacrifice 
and inferred subjective impact (H2b). Study 5 tests be-
tween inferential processes, suggesting that foregoing 
diverse goal- inconsistent alternatives is perceived as 
passing up multiple opportunities. This perception, in 
turn, leads to greater perceived sacrifice (5A), greater 
subjective impact (5B), and ultimately increases subse-
quent goal- consistent choices (5C). Across the studies, 
we rule out multiple alternative explanations involv-
ing changes in perceptions of own self- control ability 
and inferred goal commitment. Full survey stimuli for 
all studies and all data are available via OSF (https:// 
osf. io/ 5y9wt/ ? view_ only= 861e3 af5c5 9648d 1aa40 293e8 
0bd0d78).

STU DY 1:  PROM PTING 
CONSIDERATION OF DIVERSE 
FOREGON E A LTERNATIVES 
MOTIVATES H EA LTH Y FOOD 
CHOICE IN TH E FIELD

Study 1 tests the foregone diversity effect: Whether 
consumers are more motivated to maintain goal pur-
suit by making a goal- consistent choice if they con-
sider diverse (as opposed to similar) goal- inconsistent 
alternatives they could have chosen instead of the 
goal- consistent choice they had previously made. We 
tested the effect in a natural setting, at a school gym, 
among people who had spontaneously made an actual 
prior goal- consistent choice to exercise. This study 
tests the foregone diversity effect on a real, incentive- 
compatible choice.

The current study includes a control condition in 
which people did not consider any alternative activities 
they could have done instead of exercising. This was 
to test the proposition that considering diverse options 
enhances subsequent motivation, as opposed to con-
sideration of similar options reducing people's motiva-
tion. The study also provides an initial test of the effect 
of foregone- alternative diversity on subjective impact.
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Method

We recruited 234 participants who were leaving the gym 
on the campus of a large Midwestern university after exer-
cising. Prior to analysis, we excluded 24 participants who 
were at the gym for pre- scheduled activities (taking physi-
cal education classes or training for varsity teams), and 
whose decision to go to the gym therefore reflected a long- 
standing commitment, rather than a specific discretion-
ary choice. After this exclusion, we had 210 participants 
for analysis (107 males, Mage = 23.40). This study employed 
a between- subjects design with two foregone alternative 
conditions (considering similar alternatives vs. diverse al-
ternatives) and a no- alternative control condition.

In the foregone alternative conditions, participants first 
wrote down one activity they could have done instead of 
exercising. On the next page, they were asked to write down 
two additional ways they could have spent their time instead 
of exercising, either very similar to or very different from 
the first, in the similar alternatives and diverse alternatives 
conditions, respectively. Participants then explained why 
the three ways of spending their time were either similar or 
dissimilar to each other, depending on the condition.

On the next page, participants rated three measures of 
subjective impact on their exercise goal: how much of (1) an 
achievement, (2) contribution, and (3) progress they think 
they had made towards their exercise goal (1 = Not at all, 
7 = A lot). Participants in the control condition answered 
the subjective impact measures without being prompted to 
consider any alternatives. After the subjective impact mea-
sures, participants were told that they would receive an en-
ergy bar as a “thank- you” gift for completing the survey. 
The participants indicated which of the two energy bars 
(“wholesome mix of healthiness: KIND almond, walnut & 
macadamia” vs. “sweet and salty indulgence: KIND dark 
chocolate & peanut butter”) they would like to receive. A 
pre- test confirmed that the first energy bar was perceived 
as healthier and more congruent with pursuing a health 
goal than the second (see Online Appendix C).

On the final page, participants described briefly what 
they had done at the gym and, as control measures, they indi-
cated how long they had worked out (in minutes), how often 
they worked out (1 = Less than 1 time a month, 5 = Almost 
every day), how much they enjoyed working out, how com-
mitted they were to working out, and how important it was 
to them to work out regularly (1 = Not at all, 7 = Very much). 
They reported their gender and age for demographic infor-
mation. Upon the completion of the survey, each participant 
was given the energy bar they had selected in the survey.

Results

Subjective impact on an exercising goal (H2a)

A one- way ANOVA on the subjective impact meas-
ure (α = 0.68) revealed a significant main effect of the 

experimental condition (F(2, 207) = 5.05, p = 0.007, 
ηp

2 = 0.02). Participants in the diverse foregone- 
alternatives condition felt their decision to go to the 
gym had made a greater impact on their exercise goal 
than either (1) those in the similar foregone- alternatives 
condition (Mdiverse = 4.86, SDdiverse = 1.03, Msimilar = 4.50, 
SDsimilar = 1.07; t(141) = 2.04, p = 0.043, d = 0.35) or (2) 
than those in the control condition (Mcontrol = 4.27, 
SDcontrol = 1.22; t(139) = 3.09, p = 0.002, d = 0.53). 
Participants in the similar foregone- alternatives condi-
tion did not significantly differ in their assessments of 
the subjective impact from those in the control condi-
tion (b = 0.23, t(134) = 1.15, p = 0.25).

These results rule out the possibility that consider-
ing similar alternatives reduces the subjective impact 
of the prior goal- consistent choice on the overall goal. 
Instead, the results suggest that considering diverse fore-
gone alternatives enhances subjective impact. The effect 
of foregone alternative diversity on subjective impact 
remained significant after including control measures, 
including exercise duration, frequency of gym visits 
and, to account for potential confounds or alternative 
explanations, enjoyment, goal commitment, and goal 
importance (F(2, 193) = 4.47, p = 0.013, ηp

2 = 0.01). Further, 
we found no significant difference across conditions in 
participants' goal commitment and goal importance per-
ceptions (p's > 0.18).

Effect of foregone diversity on subsequent food 
choice (H3a)

A logistic regression analysis on the subsequent energy 
bar choice revealed significant differences between (1) 
the diverse and similar foregone- alternatives conditions 
(b = 1.00, z = 2.89, p = 0.004), and (2) the diverse foregone- 
alternatives and control conditions (b = 0.76, z = 2.22, 
p = 0.027). Specifically, participants who were prompted 
to consider diverse foregone alternatives were signifi-
cantly more likely to select the healthier option than 
those asked to recall similar alternative activities they 
could have chosen instead of exercising (64% vs. 39%, 
χ2 = 7.55, p = 0.006, φ = 0.23). Likewise, participants in the 
diverse condition were more likely to select the healthier 
bar than those in the control condition, who were not 
prompted to consider any alternatives at all (64% vs. 
45%, χ2 = 4.25, p = 0.039, φ = 0.18). Choices of the healthy 
option did not differ between the similar foregone alter-
native and control conditions (p = 0.62).

We further tested whether the subjective impact 
on exercise goal mediated the subsequent food choice 
(PROCESS, Model 4; Preacher & Hayes, 2004). However, 
it did not show a significant mediation effect (b = 0.0378, 
se = 0.0434, 95% CI [−0.0385, 0.1336]), although the direc-
tion of the effect was consistent with our prediction (see 
Online Appendix  E). We discuss this null result in the 
following section.
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   | 7FOREGONE ALTERNATIVE DIVERSITY AND GOAL PURSUIT

Discussion

Study 1 provides initial evidence consistent with the 
foregone diversity effect: considering diverse foregone 
goal- inconsistent alternatives increases subsequent mo-
tivation to make a choice consistent with the relevant 
health goal. In the current study, participants generated 
alternatives to the past goal- consistent choice retrospec-
tively, not necessarily involving actual prior rejection of 
the alternatives. Therefore, these results suggest that the 
type of foregone alternatives constructed post hoc can 
affect the evaluation of the past choice and motivation to 
make subsequent goal- consistent choices.

In addition, to control for any potential confounding 
effects due to the different composition of self- generated 
alternatives across conditions, we conducted a follow- up 
study (Study A3 in Online Appendix J), in which we in-
stead provided a fixed set of foregone alternatives and 
manipulated the perceived diversity using categorization. 
We presented the same set of goal- consistent and goal- 
inconsistent alternatives relative to a health goal (i.e., 
workout and entertainment videos). Goal- inconsistent 
alternatives were grouped into a single category (i.e., 
“Entertainment”) in the similar alternatives condition, 
or multiple categories (e.g., “heartwarming & inspiring”, 
“ominous & dark”, and “witty & quirky”) in the diverse 
alternatives condition. After considering having fore-
gone multiple categories of goal- inconsistent alterna-
tives, which were seen as more different from each other, 
participants were more likely to choose a lower- calorie 
food option, subsequently, persisting in their health goal.

We also replicated the foregone diversity effect in a 
different goal context, a savings goal (Study A4 in Online 
Appendix J). When consumers freely generated how they 
could have spent the money they had saved, those who 
spontaneously considered a more diverse set of foregone 
alternatives were subsequently more motivated to save 
instead of to spend and indicated a lower amount they 
were willing to spend. These results further suggest that 
without any implicit or explicit cues to direct consumers' 
attention to the diversity among alternatives, perceiving 
greater diversity among the foregone temptations can 
lead to goal persistence.

In the present study, the subjective impact of the 
initial goal- consistent action did not mediate the sub-
sequent choice, although the indirect effect was direc-
tionally consistent. The study employed two distinct 
health- related goal domains, an exercise goal for the 
initial choice and subjective impact evaluation, and food 
for the subsequent choice. The distinction between these 
two different goals may account for the absence of sig-
nificant mediation. Previous research on goal pursuit in-
volving multiple subgoals suggests that the pursuit of one 
subgoal can lead to the pursuit of another subgoal only 
when a superordinate goal is activated. Conversely, when 
a superordinate goal is not activated, initial success in 
one subgoal tends to reduce the need to pursue another 

congruent subgoal (Fishbach et al., 2006). Building upon 
these findings, we conjecture that the mediation effect 
in the current study could have been weak due to some 
participants who had not strongly associated the two 
subgoals (exercise and healthy eating) with the overarch-
ing goal of fitness. To address this limitation, in the next 
study, we directly manipulated the goal domains and 
tested the mediating role of subjective impact.

STU DY 2:  TH E FOREGON E 
DIVERSITY EFFECT IN 
SA M E -  GOA L - DOM A IN 
CHOICE IS M EDIATED BY 
SUBJECTIVE IM PACT

Study 2 was conducted with two major purposes. 
First, we directly test subjective goal impact as the pro-
posed mechanism via both moderation and mediation. 
Specifically, we manipulated the goal domain of the sub-
sequent choice, having participants make a choice either 
in the same domain as the prior goal- consistent choice or 
in an unrelated goal domain. The proposed goal impact 
mechanism predicts that the increase in current goal- 
consistent choices from considering diverse (vs. similar) 
foregone temptations will replicate only when the cur-
rent choice is in the same goal domain, but not when the 
choice involves a goal unrelated to the prior choice. In 
addition, we tested the subjective impact on goal pro-
gress as a mediator.

Second, the current design allows us to examine 
two potential alternative explanations—inferred abil-
ity to exercise self- control in general and inferred goal 
commitment. Considering having foregone diverse (vs. 
similar) temptations might increase self- perceptions of 
being able to exercise self- control in general. The in-
ferred self- control ability account would then predict 
that people would be more likely to subsequently make 
a virtuous choice (i.e., one that requires exerting self- 
control) even in a new domain, unrelated to the initial 
domain of goal pursuit. However, our suggested mech-
anism, involving the subjective impact on a specific 
goal, predicts goal persistence only in the same goal 
domain. An inferred commitment account may argue 
that foregoing diverse (vs. similar) goal- inconsistent 
alternatives can increase inferred commitment to the 
focal goal, motivating future goal- consistent behavior. 
To test this, we measured inferred goal commitment 
using an established measure.

Method

Study 2 employed healthy eating as a widely shared 
goal. A separate pretest confirmed that 89% of people 
(126 out of 142) were pursuing healthy eating as an active 
goal (see Online Appendix A). This pre- registered study 
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8 |   KIM and URMINSKY

employed a 2 (foregone alternative diversity: similar vs. 
diverse) × 2 (subsequent goal domain: healthy eating 
vs. saving) between- subjects design. We recruited 600 
participants from Prolific in the United States, and ex-
cluded four records with duplicate IP addresses or from 
participants who failed an attention check and didn't 
follow instructions, prior to analysis, leaving 596 valid 
surveys for analysis (164 male, Mage = 35.22). The same 
exclusion criteria were applied to all the online studies 
conducted in this paper unless noted otherwise.

We asked people to participate if they were currently 
pursuing a healthy eating goal, and confirmed their goal 
using agreement to two screener questions in the survey 
(“Healthy eating is one of my personal goals” and “I try 
to eat healthy as much as I can”).

Next, participants read a short description of what a 
“healthy diet” means (e.g., high consumption of plant- 
based foods, low consumption of processed meat, and 
low consumption of sugar; WHO, 2020). Then, we asked 
participants to recall and write about a recent experience 
when they had made a healthy food choice that met at least 
one of the criteria stated above. Depending on the con-
dition, participants then generated either three similar or 
three diverse unhealthy alternatives they could have cho-
sen instead of the healthy food that they did choose.

After describing how the three alternatives were 
similar or dissimilar to one another, participants rated 
three measures of subjective impact: how much of (1) 
an achievement, (2) impact, and (3) progress they think 
their goal- consistent choice made towards their health 
goal (1 = None, 7 = A great deal). Participants also rated 
five measures of inferred goal commitment (Klein 
et  al.,  2001) regarding the healthy eating goal. Sample 
items included “I am strongly committed to pursuing 
this goal” and “It wouldn't take much to make me aban-
don this goal” (reverse- coded) (1 = Strongly disagree, 
7 = Strongly agree).

Participants were then told about an opportunity 
to participate in another (hypothetical) study. In the 
same goal domain condition, to be relevant to the same 
healthy eating goal, they read about a food- tasting 
survey and were asked whether they would prefer to 
evaluate either a pack of snacks or salad cups. In the 
different goal domain conditions, we instead employed 
a savings goal as a widely shared goal that likewise 

involved self- control, but that was irrelevant to the 
healthy eating goal implicated in the prior choice. 
Participants were asked to choose between evaluating 
either a new shopping app or a new banking app for in-
stallment savings. Because participants had generated 
foregone alternatives on their own, the attractiveness 
of alternatives could be different when instructed to 
generate similar or diverse alternatives. To control this 
potential difference, we measured the attractiveness 
of each alternative on a 7- point scale (1 = Not at all, 
7 = Very much). Please note that we measured alterna-
tive attractiveness also in Study 3, Study 4, and Study 
5c, but we do not report the results in the main text 
as we found no difference (see Online Appendix  F). 
Finally, participants reported their gender and age for 
demographic information.

Results

Subjective impact (H2a)

Because subjective impact was measured prior to ma-
nipulating the goal domain, we collapsed the goal 
domain conditions and conducted a t- test on the com-
posite score of subjective impact (α = 0.87). Replicating 
the results of Study 1, participants who were prompted 
to consider diverse (vs. similar) unhealthy alterna-
tives to their prior healthy choice felt that they had 
achieved a greater impact on their healthy eating 
goal (Mdiverse = 5.31, SDdiverse = 1.17, Msimilar = 5.01, 
SDsimilar = 1.28; t(594) = 3.02, p = 0.003, d = 0.25; Figure 2). 
By contrast, participants' inferred goal commitment 
did not differ depending on the diversity of foregone 
alternatives (α = 0.81; Mdiverse = 5.59, SDdiverse = 1.01, 
Msimilar = 5.47, SDsimilar = 1.03; t(594) = 1.36, p = 0.17), 
suggesting that considering diverse foregone alterna-
tives does not affect decisions by increasing the in-
ferred goal commitment.

Subsequent choice (H3a)

A logistic regression analysis predicting the subsequent 
choice revealed a significant interaction between foregone 

F I G U R E  2  The effect of foregone alternative diversity × subsequent goal domain on subjective impact and subsequent choice in Study 2. 
Error bars represent 95% CI.
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   | 9FOREGONE ALTERNATIVE DIVERSITY AND GOAL PURSUIT

alternative diversity and subsequent goal domain (b = −0.75, 
z = −2.04, p = 0.042). Supporting our predictions, in the same 
goal domain conditions, participants who were prompted 
to consider diverse (vs. similar) unhealthy alternatives to 
their prior healthy choice were subsequently more likely to 
choose the healthier and goal- consistent option, evaluat-
ing salad cups, rather than the goal- inconsistent alterna-
tive, evaluating snacks (79% vs. 60%, χ2 = 11.87, p = 0.001, 
φ = 0.20). By contrast, in the different goal domain condi-
tions, the diversity of foregone unhealthy alternatives had 
no effect on subsequent savings- related choices. The likeli-
hood of choosing a banking app, the virtuous option unre-
lated to healthy eating, over a shopping app did not differ 
depending on the diversity of the foregone unhealthy al-
ternatives (29% vs. 26%, χ2 = 0.28, p = 0.60).

Mediation analyses

We conducted a moderated mediation analysis to test our 
proposed framework. Specifically, we test whether the 
subjective impact on goal progress mediated the effect of 
foregone alternative diversity on goal- consistent (e.g., vir-
tuous) choice, only when making a subsequent choice in 
the same goal domain but not for a choice in a different 
goal domain (PROCESS, Model 15). The analysis revealed 
a significant moderated mediation via subjective impact 
(b = −0.14, se = 0.07, CI = [−0.3205, −0.0285]). The indirect 
effect was significant only when making a choice for the 
same domain (b = 0.16, se = 0.06, CI = [0.0513, 0.3029]), but 
not when making a choice for the different domain (b = 0.02, 
se = 0.04, CI = [−0.0598, 0.0944]; see Online Appendix E for 
details of all the mediation analyses).

In contrast to the significant mediation by subjective 
impact, in a separate mediation analysis, we found no 
evidence that inferred goal commitment, an alternative 
mechanism, mediated the option diversity effect (Model 
15; b = −0.05, se = 0.05, CI = [−0.1540, 0.0218]).

Discussion

Study 2 demonstrated that thinking about diverse (vs. 
similar) foregone alternatives increases people's percep-
tions of how much impact their goal- consistent choice 
had on goal pursuit, which in turn increases subsequent 
motivation to persist. Importantly, the foregone diversity 
effect occurred only for a subsequent choice in the same 
goal domain as the prior goal- consistent choice, but not 
when the subsequent choice involved a goal unrelated to 
the prior goal- consistent choice.

The results of the current study also tested and ruled 
out two alternative explanations, involving perceptions 
of self- control ability and inferred goal commitment. 
In particular, if the foregone diversity effect was due to 
consideration of diverse alternatives boosting percep-
tions of general self- control ability, the effect should 

occur for any subsequent choice requiring self- control 
(e.g., increasing virtuous choices in both the savings 
and healthy eating context). Instead, consistent with 
our proposed framework and inconsistent with the in-
ferred self- control explanation, the foregone diversity 
effect did not occur in the unrelated goal domain (i.e., 
savings).

Furthermore, foregone option diversity only im-
pacted subjective impact, but not inferred goal com-
mitment and only subjective impact mediated the 
foregone diversity effect. These results are consistent 
with our proposed account, that the diversity of fore-
gone alternatives increases consumers' motivation 
to make another virtuous choice specifically for the 
same goal, because of their perception that they have 
made greater impact on a specific goal, not because 
of inferences about general self- control ability or goal 
commitment.

STU DY 3:  TH E ROLE OF 
PERCEIVED SACRI FICE A N D 
SUBJECTIVE IM PACT IN 
CONSEQU ENTI A L CHOICE

Study 3 was conducted to test the full conceptual frame-
work, including the proposed underlying mechanism for 
why diversity of foregone alternatives increases subjec-
tive impact, in a consequential choice. According to the 
conceptual framework, foregone diverse (vs. similar) 
goal- inconsistent alternatives will make people feel they 
have sacrificed more to make a goal- consistent choice, 
which would increase perceptions of how much impact 
the prior goal- consistent choice has had on overall goal 
pursuit. Higher subjective goal impact would, in turn, 
lead to greater motivation to continue making subse-
quent goal- consistent choices. We measure perceived 
sacrifice in Study 3 as the proposed link between fore-
gone alternative diversity and subjective impact.

In addition, Study 3 tests the necessity of perceived 
sacrifice for the foregone diversity effect. If perceived 
sacrifice underlies the effect, as our framework suggests, 
the diversity of foregone alternatives should not have an 
effect when the alternatives considered are instead goal- 
consistent. Because choosing between goal- consistent al-
ternatives does not involve as much of a tradeoff (Dhar 
& Wertenbroch,  2012), considering these alternatives 
would not prompt a sense of having sacrificed to stick 
to the goal, and the diversity of foregone goal- consistent 
alternatives should not affect subjective goal impact or 
subsequent goal- related choices.

Method

Study 3 employed a 2 (foregone alternative diversity: sim-
ilar vs. diverse) × 2 (goal inconsistent vs. goal- consistent 
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10 |   KIM and URMINSKY

alternatives) between- subjects design. We recruited 495 
participants from Mturk in the United States. Applying 
the same exclusion criteria as in Study 2, we had 457 
valid completed surveys (206 male, Mage = 40.04).

First, to confirm the endorsement of the healthy 
eating goal among participants, we asked them to in-
dicate the extent to which they agreed with the follow-
ing statements on a 7- point scale (1 = Strongly disagree, 
7 = Strongly agree): (1) “I am highly conscious of what I 
am eating,” (2) “I try to eat healthy as much as I can.”

Next, participants considered a prior healthy choice 
they had made (as in Study 2) and then generated three 
similar or three diverse alternatives that were either un-
healthy (in the goal inconsistent condition) or healthy 
(in the goal- consistent condition). Participants rated the 
subjective impact of their prior goal- consistent choice 
using the same measures in Study 2, and also indicated 
the perceived sacrifice by answering the following ques-
tions on a 7- point scale (1 = None, 7 = A great deal): how 
much (1) sacrifice they think they made, (2) enjoyment 
they think they gave up, and (3) temptation they think 
they overcame. We additionally measured the attractive-
ness of foregone and chosen alternatives, respectively, 
and self- control ability perceptions.

Participants were then informed that once the data 
collection was finished, the research team would ran-
domly select participants for the survey and send them 
an e- voucher for a box of KIND bars. The participants 
indicated which flavor (“Wholesome mix of healthiness: 
KIND almond, walnut & macadamia” vs. “Sweet and 
salty indulgence: KIND dark chocolate & peanut but-
ter”) they would like to receive if they were selected. 
Participants reported their gender and age for demo-
graphic information. After the survey was completed, 
five participants were selected as winners and sent 
e- vouchers.

Results

Goal endorsement

Confirming our pretest result, the composite score of 
healthy eating goal importance (α = 0.80) revealed that, 

on average, participants were pursuing eating healthy 
as an important and active goal (M = 5.37, SD = 1.23; 
t(456) = 23.89, p < 0.001, compared to 4, the midpoint of 
the scale). A 2 (foregone alternative diversity: similar vs. 
diverse) × 2 (goal- consistent vs. goal inconsistent alterna-
tives) ANOVA found no difference in participants' goal 
endorsement across conditions (all p's > 0.50).

Perceived sacrifice (H1)

A 2 (foregone alternative diversity: similar vs. di-
verse) × 2 (goal inconsistent vs. goal- consistent alterna-
tives) ANOVA was conducted on the composite score 
of perceived sacrifice (α = 0.84). Results indicated a sig-
nificant interaction (F(1, 453) = 6.30, p = 0.012, ηp

2 = 0.01), 
as well as main effects of foregone alternative diversity 
(F(1, 453) = 3.82, p = 0.05, ηp

2 = 0.01) and goal consistency 
of the alternatives (F(1, 453) = 12.92, p < 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.03; 
Figure  3). The main effect of goal consistency of the 
alternatives confirms that participants perceived less 
sacrifice when they have given up goal- consistent alter-
natives (M = 3.68, SD = 1.63) than when they have given 
up goal inconsistent alternatives (M = 4.19, SD = 1.46).

Importantly, confirming our prediction, a simple- 
effect analysis revealed that when participants consid-
ered unhealthy (goal- inconsistent) foregone alternatives, 
they reported greater sacrifice when thinking about di-
verse alternatives than when thinking about similar al-
ternatives (Mdiverse = 4.50, SDdiverse = 1.43, Msimilar = 3.90, 
SDsimilar = 1.43; t(453) = 3.13, p = 0.002, d = 0.42). By con-
trast, when participants considered healthy (goal- 
consistent) alternatives, the diversity of the considered 
alternatives did not affect the consistently lower level 
of perceived sacrifice (Mdiverse = 3.61, SDdiverse = 1.70, 
Msimilar = 3.74, SDsimilar = 1.57; t(453) = −0.58, p = 0.56).

Subjective impact (H2a)

We then examined whether the diversity of the fore-
gone goal- consistent alternatives increased the subjec-
tive impact of the prior goal- consistent choice. The 
same 2 × 2 ANOVA on the subjective impact revealed a 

F I G U R E  3  The effect of foregone alternative diversity × goal consistency of alternatives on perceived sacrifice, subjective impact, and 
subsequent choice in Study 3. Error bars represent 95% CI.
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   | 11FOREGONE ALTERNATIVE DIVERSITY AND GOAL PURSUIT

significant main effect of foregone- alternative diversity 
(F(1, 453) = 4.42, p = 0.036, ηp

2 = 0.01). No other effect was 
significant (p's > 0.16) We tested whether our previous 
findings replicated, and found that participants who 
considered unhealthy (goal inconsistent) alternatives felt 
that they had achieved significantly greater impact on 
their healthy eating goal when considering diverse alter-
natives compared to similar alternatives (Mdiverse = 5.27, 
SDdiverse = 1.30, Msimilar = 4.95, SDsimilar = 1.42; t(453) = 2.48, 
p = 0.014, d = 0.24). When participants considered which 
healthy (goal- consistent) alternatives they could have 
chosen instead, there was no difference between the sim-
ilar vs. diverse condition (Mdiverse = 5.21, SDdiverse = 1.30, 
Msimilar = 5.14, SDsimilar = 1.35; t(453) = 0.37, p = 0.71). 
However, we lacked sufficient statistical power to detect 
a significant interaction.

Subsequent choice (H3a)

A logistic regression analysis predicting the subsequent 
choice revealed a significant interaction between fore-
gone alternative diversity and goal consistency of the 
alternatives (b = 0.81, z = 2.12, p = 0.034). Supporting our 
predictions, when participants were prompted to con-
sider unhealthy alternatives they had foregone (i.e., goal- 
inconsistent conditions), considering diverse (vs. similar) 
unhealthy alternatives to a prior healthy choice yielded 
more choices of a healthy option (68% vs. 54%, χ2 = 4.43, 
p = 0.035, φ = 0.13). By contrast, the diversity of foregone 
alternatives had no effect on choices when participants 
instead were prompted to consider healthy alternatives, 
in the goal- consistent conditions (48% for diverse alter-
natives vs. 54% for similar alternatives, χ2 = 0.48, p = 0.49). 
The interaction between foregone alternative diversity 
and goal consistency of the alternatives remained sig-
nificant after controlling for perceptions of self- control 
ability and the attractiveness of the alternatives (b = 0.80, 
z = 2.01, p = 0.045).

Serial mediation analyses (H3b)

We conducted a moderated serial mediation analysis to 
test our proposed framework. Specifically, we predict 
that greater diversity of forgone goal- inconsistent (but 
not goal- consistent) alternatives results in more per-
ceived sacrifice and, thereby, greater subjective impact 
of the goal- consistent choice, leading to greater motiva-
tion to make further goal- consistent choices. The moder-
ated mediation model (PROCESS, Model 85) included 
foregone alternative diversity as the independent varia-
ble (0 = similar, 1 = diverse alternatives), goal consistency 
of the foregone alternatives as the moderator (0 = incon-
sistent, 1 = consistent), perceived sacrifice and subjective 
impact as two serial mediators, and consequential food 
choice as the dependent variable. The analysis confirmed 

a significant conditional indirect effect of the interaction 
between option diversity and goal- consistency on choice 
through perceived sacrifice (mediator 1) and subjective 
impact (mediator 2) (b = −0.05, se = 0.03, CI = [−0.1091, 
−0.0071]). Specifically, consistent with our predictions, 
participants prompted to consider more diverse fore-
gone goal inconsistent alternatives were more likely to 
choose the healthy option, via higher perceived sacri-
fice and subjective impact on goal progress (b = 0.04, 
se = 0.02, CI = [0.0097, 0.0846]). However, when consid-
ering goal- consistent alternatives, perceived sacrifice, 
and subjective impact did not mediate an effect of alter-
native diversity on the subsequent goal- related choice 
(b = −0.01, se = 0.02, CI = [−0.0426, 0.0239]). Alternative 
mediation models that include only the perceived sac-
rifice (b = −0.002, se = 0.05, CI = [−0.1130, 0.1075]) or sub-
jective impact (b = −0.04, se = 0.07, CI = [−0.1872, 0.0855]) 
were not significant.

Discussion

The detailed process findings in Study 3 provide evi-
dence consistent with the proposed framework (Figure 1) 
for how foregone alternative diversity impacts goal per-
sistence. Study 3 confirmed that thinking about diverse 
(vs. similar) foregone goal inconsistent alternatives in-
creases people's perception of their sacrifice when mak-
ing a prior goal- consistent choice, which again increases 
the subjective impact that sacrifice had on goal pursuit. 
The current study further demonstrated that this effect 
of foregone alternatives on perceived sacrifice and sub-
jective goal impact, in turn, leads people to make more 
goal- consistent choices in a subsequent decision.

Further supporting the framework, we confirm an 
important necessary condition. The effect of foregone al-
ternative diversity was observed only when participants 
considered having foregone goal- inconsistent alterna-
tives that could have hindered goal progress. When they 
instead considered foregone goal- consistent alternatives, 
they perceived little sacrifice regardless of the diversity 
of alternatives, and the diversity of the foregone alterna-
tives did not affect subjective impact or subsequent goal- 
related choices.

STU DY 4:  PRESENCE OF 
OBJECTIVE PROGRESS M AR K ERS 
ATTEN UATES TH E FOREGON E 
DIVERSITY EFFECT

Study 4 tests an important boundary condition of the 
foregone diversity effect, which is predicted by our ac-
count. In the studies thus far, participants did not have 
objective markers to track their degree of progress to-
wards the goal. Our theorization suggests that in the ab-
sence of clear objective cues showing how much actual 
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progress towards the goal has been made, people would 
be more likely to judge their perceived goal progress 
based on the available cues, specifically their subjective 
feeling of how much sacrifice they had incurred in mak-
ing the prior goal- consistent choice. However, when the 
progress made by their goal- consistent action is easy to 
evaluate, people would no longer need to make an in-
ference, and would, therefore, no longer use perceived 
sacrifice as a cue to evaluate their goal progress, break-
ing the linkage between perceived sacrifice and subjec-
tive impact. As a result, we predict that evaluable goal 
progress (operationalized as available progress markers) 
reduces the extent to which perceived sacrifice affects 
subjective impact, consequently attenuating the foregone 
diversity effect.

Method

Study 4 employed weight loss as a focal goal. This study 
employed a 2 (foregone alternative diversity: similar 
vs. diverse) × 2 (objective marker: absent vs. present) 
between- subjects design (see Online Appendix  H for 
stimuli). We recruited 1075 participants on Prolific in the 
United States, leaving 1001 valid, complete surveys after 
excluding participants who had failed to follow instruc-
tions (509 male, Mage = 39.61; pre- registered).

We asked people to participate if they were currently 
pursuing a weight loss goal and confirmed their goal en-
dorsement using the following three statements: (1) “I am 
highly conscious of physical fitness,” (2) “I try to exercise 
regularly to keep my body fit and healthy,” (3) “Losing 
weight is one of my personal goals” (1 = Strongly disagree, 
7 = Strongly agree; α = 0.74). Because weight loss is not a 
pervasive goal that the majority of people are pursuing 
(unlike the healthy eating goal in our previous studies), 
participants who did not currently endorse a weight loss 
goal (scoring below four out of seven on the three- item 
scale) were screened out and did not proceed with the 
rest of the study.

Next, participants imagined that they had recently 
set and had been following a fitness goal to lose fat and 
build muscle and had started to work out. Participants 
then wrote down three activities they would enjoy doing 
instead of exercising, specified as either three similar 
or three diverse activities, depending on the condition, 
and wrote about how the activities were similar to or 
different from each other. Next, they were told that 
they had found unexpected free time and had decided 
to go to the gym, instead of doing any of the three 
other activities they generated previously. Participants 
then rated the same perceived sacrifice measure used 
in Study 3.

To manipulate the availability of objective informa-
tion about goal progress, participants were presented 
with a picture of the calendar, with “Today” marked 
on the last day of the week. In the objective- marker 

conditions, participants were told that because they rou-
tinely check their weight at the end of the week, they had 
just found out that they had lost 1 pound this week. In 
the no- objective- marker conditions, however, partici-
pants were told that because they routinely check their 
weight at the beginning of the week, they did not know 
yet exactly how much weight they had lost this week. 
Participants then rated the subjective impact of their 
prior decision to exercise on their goal progress.

Next, participants were told that they had received 
a message from the gym about an upcoming promo-
tion for personal training sessions. They could get 
training sessions at a discounted price if they booked 
in advance, but there would be a penalty if they did 
not show up. Next to the same calendar picture pre-
sented earlier, an additional picture of a calendar was 
presented, with “Promotion Week” marked on the first 
week of the next month. As the main dependent vari-
able measuring subsequent goal- consistent behavior, 
participants indicated their likelihood of booking the 
training sessions (1 = Not at all, 7 = Very much). As an 
additional exploratory variable, they also indicated 
how many sessions they would like to book (0 = None, 
8 = More than 7). After making their decisions, partic-
ipants rated the attractiveness of the foregone alter-
natives they had generated earlier and reported their 
gender and age.

Results

Perceived sacrifice (H1)

Because we measured perceived sacrifice before ma-
nipulating the presence of an objective marker, we 
collapsed across objective marker conditions and con-
ducted a t- test on the composite score of perceived sac-
rifice (α = 0.80). Consistent with our findings in previous 
studies, participants in the diverse (vs. similar) condi-
tions indicated greater perceived sacrifice from the 
initial goal- consistent choice to exercise (Mdiverse = 4.49, 
SDdiverse = 1.34, Msimilar = 4.25, SDsimilar = 1.48, t(999) = 2.73, 
p = 0.006, d = 0.17).

Subjective impact (H2a, H2b)

A 2 (foregone alternative diversity: similar vs. di-
verse) × 2 (objective marker present vs. absent) ANOVA 
on subjective impact (α = 0.94) revealed a significant 
interaction (F(1, 997) = 4.12, p = 0.043, ηp

2 = 0.004) and 
a significant main effect of foregone alternative di-
versity (Mdiverse = 4.74, SDdiverse = 1.36, Msimilar = 4.56, 
SDsimilar = 1.38; F(1, 997) = 4.07, p = 0.044, ηp

2 = 0.004). No 
main effect of the objective marker (p = 0.73) was found. 
Replicating our prior results, participants indicated 
greater subjective impact on their weight loss goal when 
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considering diverse (vs. similar) foregone alternatives 
in the no- objective- markers conditions (Mdiverse = 4.81, 
SDdiverse = 1.24, Msimilar = 4.46, SDsimilar = 1.32; 
t(997) = 2.86, p = 0.004, d = 0.28). However, there was no 
effect of foregone alternative diversity when the objec-
tive marker was present (Mdiverse = 4.67, SDdiverse = 1.46, 
Msimilar = 4.66, SDsimilar = 1.43; t(997) = −0.02, p = 0.98).

Subsequent decision (H3a)

The same ANOVA on intentions to get training ses-
sions revealed a significant interaction (F(1, 997) = 5.30, 
p = 0.022, ηp

2 = 0.01) and no significant main effects 
(p's > 0.12). Replicating our previous findings, in the no- 
objective- marker conditions, participants who consid-
ered diverse (vs. similar) goal- inconsistent alternatives 
reported a higher likelihood to get personal training 
sessions (Mdiverse = 4.26, SDdiverse = 1.80, Msimilar = 3.79, 
SDsimilar = 1.93; t(997) = 2.73, p = 0.006, d = 0.25). No 
such effect of considering diverse goal- inconsistent 
alternatives was found in the objective- marker con-
ditions (Mdiverse = 3.80, SDdiverse = 1.91, Msimilar = 3.89, 
SDsimilar = 2.02; t(997) = −0.50, p = 0.61). The same pattern 
of results was found for the alternative outcome meas-
ure, the number of personal training sessions partici-
pants chose to book (see Online Appendix G).

Serial mediation analyses (H3b)

Finally, we conducted a moderated serial mediation 
analysis (PROCESS, Model 91). The model included 
foregone alternative diversity as the independent variable 
(0 = similar, 1 = diverse alternatives), perceived sacrifice 
and subjective impact as sequential mediators, and the 
objective marker (0 = absent, 1 = present) as a moderator 
of the relationship between the two mediators, predict-
ing subsequent goal- related decision as the dependent 
variable. The analysis revealed a significant moderated 
mediation (b = −0.02, se = 0.01, CI = [−0.0433, −0.0035]). 
The indirect effect was significant only when an objec-
tive marker was absent (b = 0.02, se = 0.01, CI = [0.0049, 
0.0412]), but not when an objective marker was present 
(b = 0.001, se = 0.005, CI = [−0.0087, 0.0106]).

Discussion

Study 4 provides converging evidence supporting the 
proposed framework. Replicating Study 3, we find that, 
in the absence of goal progress information, perceived 
sacrifice and subjective impact sequentially mediated 
the positive effect of foregone option diversity on sub-
sequent motivation for goal pursuit. Furthermore, the 
current study identified a theory- based moderator, such 
that the presence of an objective marker to indicate goal 

progress eliminates the effect of foregone alternative di-
versity on subsequent motivation. When provided with 
an objective marker with which to evaluate goal pro-
gress, participants' perceptions of sacrifice due to the 
diversity of foregone alternatives no longer significantly 
affected their evaluation of how much impact they had 
made on the focal goal, delinking the diversity of fore-
gone alternatives and subsequent motivation.

STU DIES 5A– C: FOREGOING 
DIVERSE A LTERNATIVES IS 
PERCEIVED AS PASSING U P 
M U LTIPLE OPPORTU N ITIES

Study 5 investigates the specific nature of the underlying 
inferential process when considering foregone alterna-
tives. In our framework, foregoing diverse (vs. similar) 
goal inconsistent alternatives is perceived as greater sacri-
fice because giving up multiple, distinct types of attributes 
combined in a diverse set (as opposed to giving up simi-
lar attributes in a similar set) is perceived as passing over 
more. However, this could occur for one of two different 
reasons: either because foregoing diverse options feels like 
passing over a greater number of opportunities or because 
it feels like passing up a single but larger opportunity.

Specifically, because consumers often feel like they are 
giving up all available alternatives when making a choice 
from a given set (Weiss & Kivetz, 2019; Schwartz, 2004), 
foregoing diverse options might be perceived as mak-
ing multiple goal- consistent decisions by repeatedly re-
jecting goal- inconsistent alternatives (e.g., “I've resisted 
temptations three times, by foregoing a donut, and a cake, 
and a cup of ice cream”). Alternatively, people may per-
ceive foregoing diverse alternatives as foregoing a larger, 
superordinate category (e.g., “I've resisted eating des-
sert”). Categorization is often based on the perception of 
similarity–the extent to which alternatives have shared 
features, and thus, when the alternatives have less prom-
inent overlapping features at a superficial level, they tend 
to be grouped into a broader category (Murphy, 2004; 
Ratneshwar et  al.,  2001). Consequently, when the pri-
mary commonality among alternatives is their goal- 
inconsistency, foregoing diverse goal- inconsistent 
alternatives may be perceived as giving up the entire goal 
inconsistent superordinate category as a whole.

To determine which inferences from foregone al-
ternative diversity underlie the effect, we employed six 
different scenarios (see Online Appendix H for stimuli), 
differing in how people made a goal- consistent choice, 
in which participants imagined foregoing similar vs. di-
verse alternatives either (1) in a single direct choice as 
in the prior studies (base condition), (2) sequentially by 
making separate choices (sequential condition) or (3) by 
foregoing a superordinate category and only later find-
ing out that the included alternatives were either similar 
or diverse (superordinate condition).
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As summarized in Table 1, the sequential account pre-
dicts that the foregone diversity effect occurs in the base 
condition because more diverse foregone alternatives are 
spontaneously interpreted as a sequence of decisions to 
reject different goal- inconsistent options. The sequential 
manipulation would therefore increase perceived sac-
rifice for the similar foregone alternative condition to 
the level of the diverse foregone alternative condition, 
by framing both as involving multiple goal- consistent 
choices. Conversely, the superordinate manipulation 
would reduce the perceived sacrifice for the diverse con-
dition to the level of the similar condition, by framing 
both as involving only a single goal- consistent choice.

The superordinate account, by contrast, predicts that 
the effect occurs in the base condition because more 
diverse foregone alternatives are spontaneously inter-
preted as a single superordinate choice to reject the entire 
goal- inconsistent category. The superordinate manipula-
tion would therefore increase the perceived sacrifice for 
the similar condition to the level of the diverse condi-
tion, by framing both as foregoing a superordinate cate-
gory regardless of the diversity of foregone alternatives. 
However, the sequential manipulation would not change 
the difference in perceived sacrifice between the similar 
and diverse conditions, because foregoing similar alter-
natives would still be perceived as foregoing subordinate 
categories, while foregoing diverse alternatives would be 
perceived as foregoing a superordinate category.

To summarize, the sequential account predicts that 
the foregone diversity effect should replicate in the base 
condition only and should be eliminated in both the se-
quential and superordinate conditions. By contrast, the 
superordinate account predicts that the effect should be 
replicated in both the base and the sequential conditions 
and only eliminated in the superordinate condition.

In the prior studies, we measured goal perceptions 
and subsequent choices in the same study to exam-
ine our conceptual framework, particularly to test the 
mediating role of goal perceptions on subsequent goal 
pursuit. However, it is worth noting that the act of mea-
suring perceptions could potentially influence the later 

measurement of intentions or behaviors (Feldman & 
Lynch, 1988). To conduct a more robust examination of 
the foregone diversity effect, Studies 5A–C investigate 
each component in our framework independently (per-
ceived sacrifice in Study 5A, subjective impact in Study 
5B, and subsequent choice in Study 5C).

Study 5A method

Study 5A employed a 2 (foregone alternative diversity: 
similar vs. diverse) × 3 (account: base vs. superordinate 
vs. sequential) between- subjects design. We recruited 
1000 participants from Prolific in the United States. 
Prior to analysis, we excluded 71 records from partici-
pants who failed an attention check or who indicated 
dietary restrictions that had affected their answers, 
leaving 929 surveys for analysis (457 male, Mage = 35.79; 
pre- registered).

To confirm the participants' endorsement of a healthy 
eating goal, we asked them to indicate the extent to 
which they agreed with the following statements on a 7- 
point scale (1 = Strongly disagree, 7 = Strongly agree): (1) 
“I am highly conscious of what I am eating,” (2) “I try to 
eat healthy as much as I can,” (3) “Eating healthy is one 
of my important personal goals.” Participants in Studies 
5A–C indicated, on average, that they were pursuing a 
focal goal (5A: α = 0.83, M = 4.87, SD = 1.38, t(928) = 22.58; 
5B: α = 0.86, M = 4.87, SD = 1.74, t(937) = 20.25; 5C: α = 0.85, 
M = 4.87, SD = 1.74, t(937) = 20.25, all p's < 0.001 compared 
to the midpoint of the scale).

Participants were then asked to imagine that they had 
recently set a personal goal to avoid having unhealthy, 
high- sugar foods as much as possible. We used a sce-
nario involving choosing a dessert among four options. 
In all conditions, participants imagined they had chosen 
a goal- consistent option, a fresh fruit cup, instead of one 
of the three other goal- inconsistent alternatives. In the 
similar condition, all three goal- inconsistent alternatives 
were the same kind of dessert (either all donuts, all ice 
cream, or all cakes, randomly assigned). By contrast, in 

TA B L E  1  Study 5: predictions by suggested account.

Perception
Perceived sacrifice & subjective 
impact Goal consistent choices

Similar Diverse Similar Diverse Similar Diverse

Sequential account predictions

Base One choice Multiple Low High Low High

Sequential Multiple Multiple High High High High

Superordinate One choice One choice Low Low Low Low

Superordinate account predictions

Base Small category Big category Low High Low High

Sequential Small category Big category Low High Low High

Superordinate Big category Big category High High High High
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the diverse condition, the alternatives were three differ-
ent kinds of dessert (a donut, a cup of ice cream, and a 
cake).

We employed three different choice scenarios, vary-
ing the way in which the decision had been made. In 
the base condition scenario, participants had chosen a 
goal- consistent option (i.e., a fruit cup) from a dessert 
bar where a fruit cup and (either similar or diverse) goal- 
inconsistent, high- sugar dessert options had been dis-
played. In the sequential condition scenario, participants 
were told that waiters carrying a tray of desserts had 
offered the (either similar or diverse) goal- inconsistent 
dessert options sequentially, but they had repeatedly re-
jected the goal- inconsistent desserts and finally chose 
the fruit cup (i.e., making multiple goal- consistent deci-
sions against goal- inconsistent dessert). In the superor-
dinate condition scenario, participants instead imagined 
they had decided to have the fruit cup and to not look at 
a dessert menu, which they later discovered consisted of 
the (either similar or diverse) goal- inconsistent options 
(i.e., making a single, superordinate goal- consistent de-
cision against goal- inconsistent dessert).

After answering an attention check question about 
their prior goal- consistent choice in the scenario, par-
ticipants rated their perceived sacrifice, using the same 
questions as in Study 3. We measured perceived diversity 
of the alternatives using the following two statements: (1) 
“How similar do you think these options are?” (reverse- 
coded), (2) “How different do you think these options 
are?” (1 = Not at all, 7 = Very much). They also reported 
dietary restrictions, if any, that affected their answers, 
gender and age.

Study 5B method

We recruited 1000 participants from Prolific in the 
United States. Applying the same exclusion criteria as in 
Study 5A, we excluded 48 records, leaving 952 surveys for 
analysis (509 male, Mage = 38.55; pre- registered). Study 
5B used the same stimuli and procedure as Study 5A, 
except that we measured participants' assessment of the 
subjective impact of their goal- consistent choice, using 
the same questions as in Study 3.

Study 5C method

We recruited 1000 participants from Prolific in the 
United States. Applying the same exclusion criteria as in 
Study 5A, we excluded 63 records, leaving 937 surveys for 
analysis (491 male, Mage = 36.96; pre- registered).

Study 5C used the same stimuli and scenario as Study 
5A. After a comprehension check question confirming 
the choice they had made in the scenario, participants 
read the remainder of the scenario, in which they were 
now at a restaurant for dinner and were asked to choose 

their side dish. In the scenario, the main dish they had 
chosen came with assorted fritters, but they could sub-
stitute the side dish with lower- calorie, healthier options, 
such as garden salad or grilled vegetables. Participants 
indicated whether they would change the side dish to a 
lower- calorie option, and after the choice, participants 
rated the attractiveness of the foregone desserts in the 
initial choice and reported their gender and age.

Study 5A results

Manipulation check

Participants indicated greater diversity when they imag-
ined having foregone alternatives in the diverse conditions 
than in the similar conditions, indicating a successful 
manipulation of alternative diversity (Mdiverse = 4.10, 
SDdiverse = 1.55, Msimilar = 3.19, SDsimilar = 1.42; t(927) = 9.39, 
p < 0.001).

Perceived sacrifice

We first report an ANOVA to test overall differences 
across the conditions in the effect of diverse foregone al-
ternatives (Figure  4). A 2 (forgone- alternative diversity: 
similar vs. diverse) × 3 (account: base vs. sequential vs. 
superordinate) ANOVA on the composite score of per-
ceived sacrifice (α = 0.86) revealed a significant main ef-
fect of the alternative diversity (F(1, 923) = 4.37, p = 0.037, 
ηp

2 = 0.01; Mdiverse = 4.54, SDdiverse = 1.51, Msimilar = 4.33, 
SDsimilar = 1.57), a significant main effect of the account (F(1, 
923) = 7.19, p = 0.001, ηp

2 = 0.02; Mbase = 4.34, SDbase = 1.66, 
Mseq = 4.70, SDseq = 1.48, Msup = 4.26, SDsup = 1.47), and a 
marginal interaction (F(1, 923) = 2.52, p = 0.08).

To precisely test each of the two theoretical pos-
sibilities, we conduct targeted analyses that test the 
specific comparisons predicted by the sequential and 
superordinate accounts. To reiterate, the sequential ac-
count predicts greater perceived sacrifice when forgo-
ing diverse (vs. similar) goal- inconsistent alternatives 
only in the base condition, not in the sequential nor 
superordinate conditions. The superordinate account 
predicts the forgone diversity effect in the base and se-
quential conditions, not in the superordinate condition 
(see Table 1).

First, we tested the sequential account, which predicts 
the foregone diversity effect only in the base conditions, 
by conducting a 2 (forgone- alternative diversity: similar 
vs. diverse) × 2 (account: base vs. pooled sequential and su-
perordinate) ANOVA on perceived sacrifice. The analysis 
revealed a significant interaction (F(1, 925) = 4.80, p = 0.029, 
ηp

2 = 0.01), a significant main effect of the alternative di-
versity (F(1, 925) = 4.32, p = 0.038, ηp

2 = 0.01), and a non- 
significant main effect of account (p = 0.17). Replicating 
our prior results, participants indicated greater perceived 
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sacrifice when foregoing diverse (vs. similar) set of alterna-
tives in the base condition (Mdiverse = 4.60, SDdiverse = 1.58, 
Msimilar = 4.08, SDsimilar = 1.70; t(925) = 2.99, p = 0.003, 
d = 0.32). Consistent with the sequential account, and con-
trary to the superordinate account, perceived sacrifice 
did not significantly differ in the pooled sequential and 
superordinate conditions (Mdiverse = 4.51, SDdiverse = 1.49, 
Msimilar = 4.46, SDsimilar = 1.49; t(925) = 0.42, p = 0.68).

Second, we tested the superordinate account, which 
predicts the foregone diversity effect both in the base 
and sequential conditions, by conducting a 2 (forgone- 
alternative diversity: similar vs. diverse) × 2 (account: 
pooled base and sequential vs. superordinate) ANOVA. 
The analysis revealed significant main effects of alter-
native diversity and account (F(1, 925) = 4.59, p = 0.018, 
ηp

2 = 0.01; Mpooled = 4.52, SDpooled = 1.58, Msuper = 4.26, 
SDsuper = 1.47). No significant interaction was observed 
(p = 0.29), contrary to the superordinate account.

To further evaluate the sequential account, we con-
ducted tests of specific predicted comparisons from the 
two accounts. Consistent with the sequential account and 
contrary to the superordinate account, when forgoing sim-
ilar alternatives, participants reported greater perceived 
sacrifice in the sequential (vs. base) condition (t(923) = 3.49, 
p < 0.001, d = 0.38). Conversely, contrary to the superordi-
nate account, perceived sacrifice did not differ between the 
superordinate and base conditions when foregoing similar 
alternatives (t(923) = 0.90, p = 0.37). Instead, consistent with 
the sequential account, perceived sacrifice was higher in 
the pooled sequential conditions than in the pooled su-
perordinate conditions (Mseq pooled = 4.70, SDseq pooled = 1.48 
vs. Msup pooled = 4.26, SDsup pooled = 1.47, t(926) = 3.56, 
p < 0.001, d = 0.30). In addition, foregone alternative di-
versity did not affect perceived sacrifice in either the se-
quential (Mseq div = 4.61, SDseq div = 1.48 vs. Mseq sim = 4.51, 
SDseq sim = 1.60; t(923) = 0.18, p = 0.86) or superordinate con-
ditions (Msup div = 4.28, SDsup div = 1.53 vs. Msup sim = 4.21, 
SDsup sim = 1.50, t(923) = 0.32, p = 0.75), which provides addi-
tional empirical support for the sequential account.

Study 5B results

The same overall 2 × 3 ANOVA on the composite score 
of subjective impact (α = 0.91) revealed marginal main 

effects of foregone alternative diversity (F(1, 946) = 3.41, 
p = 0.07; Mdiverse = 5.50, SDdiverse = 1.21, Msimilar = 5.35, 
SDsimilar = 1.35) and accounts (F(1, 946) = 2.51, p = 0.08; 
Mbase = 5.35, SDbase = 1.32, Mseq = 5.55, SDseq = 1.21, 
Msup = 5.35, SDsup = 1.31), and a marginal interaction (F(1, 
946) = 2.63, p = 0.08). Again, to further investigate the un-
derlying theoretical accounts, we tested the sequential 
and superordinate accounts, which predicts the foregone 
diversity effect only in the base condition, and both in 
the base and sequential conditions, respectively.

First, testing the sequential account, a 2 (forgone- 
alternative diversity: similar vs. diverse) × 2 (account: 
base vs. pooled sequential and superordinate) ANOVA on 
subjective impact (α = 0.91) revealed a significant interac-
tion (F(1, 948) = 5.11, p = 0.024, ηp

2 = 0.01), a marginal main 
effect of foregone alternative diversity (F(1, 948) = 3.40, 
p = 0.07), and a non- significant main effect of account 
(p = 0.28). As in 5A, participants indicated greater sub-
jective impact when foregoing diverse (vs. similar) al-
ternatives only in the base condition (Mbase div = 5.57, 
SDbase div = 1.20, Mbase sim = 5.14, SDbase sim = 1.40, 
t(948) = 2.89, p = 0.004, d = 0.33). Consistent with the se-
quential account, and contrary to the superordinate 
account, subjective impact did not significantly dif-
fer in the pooled sequential and superordinate con-
ditions (Mdiverse = 5.47, SDdiverse = 1.22, Msimilar = 5.44, 
SDsimilar = 1.31; t(948) = 0.26, p = 0.80).

Second, testing the superordinate account, a 2 (for-
gone alternative diversity: similar vs. diverse) × 2 (ac-
count: pooled base and sequential vs. superordinate) 
ANOVA revealed no significant effects (p's > 0.22) except 
the marginal main effect of the foregone alternative di-
versity observed above.

Further supporting the sequential account and 
contrary to the superordinate account, when forego-
ing similar alternatives, subjective impact in the se-
quential condition was higher than the base condition 
(t(946) = 2.71, p = 0.007, d = 0.30), whereas superordi-
nate and base condition did not differ (t(946) = 1.42, 
p = 0.16). In addition, consistent with the sequential 
account, participants in the pooled sequential condi-
tions reported greater subjective impact than those in 
the pooled superordinate conditions (Mseq pooled = 5.55, 
SDseq pooled = 1.21 vs. Msup pooled = 5.35, SDsup pooled = 1.31, 
t(949) = 1.99, p = 0.047, d = 0.16). Again, supporting the 

F I G U R E  4  Perceived sacrifice (Study 5A), subjective impact (Study 5B), and subsequent choice (Study 5C) as a function of foregone 
alternative diversity and suggested account. Error bars represent 95% CI.
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sequential account, subjective impact did not differ ei-
ther in the sequential (Mseq div = 5.57, SDseq div = 1.22 vs. 
Mseq sim = 5.54, SDseq sim = 1.20; t(946) = 0.21, p = 0.84) or 
superordinate conditions (Msup div = 5.36, SDsup div = 1.21 
vs. Msup sim = 5.35, SDsup sim = 1.40, t(946) = 0.08, p = 0.93).

Study 5C results

An overall 2 × 3 logistic regression predicting the sub-
sequent choice revealed marginal interactions of (simi-
lar vs. base) × (base vs. sequential) (b = −0.75, z = −1.87, 
p = 0.06) and (similar vs. base) × (base vs. superordi-
nate) (b = −0.66, z = −1.79, p = 0.07). We then conduct the 
theory- motivated targeted analyses to test the sequential 
and superordinate accounts.

First, testing the sequential account, a logistic regres-
sion of (similar vs. diverse) × (base vs. pooled sequential 
and superordinate) revealed a significant interaction 
(b = −0.68, z = − 2.08, p = 0.037), again consistent with the 
sequential account. Specifically, we replicated the fore-
gone diversity effect only in the base condition: partici-
pants who imagined having foregone diverse (vs. similar) 
alternatives were more likely to choose a goal- consistent 
option (82% vs. 68%, χ2 = 6.84, p = 0.009, φ = 0.16). 
However, the effect was eliminated in the pooled sequen-
tial and superordinate conditions (77% vs. 76%, χ2 = 0.02, 
p = 0.89).

Second, testing the superordinate account, a logistic 
regression of (similar vs. diverse) × (pooled base and se-
quential vs. superordinate) revealed no significant in-
teraction (b = −0.34, z = −1.06, p = 0.29). The result was 
again contrary to the prediction of the superordinate 
account.

Furthermore, in line with the sequential account, 
when foregoing similar alternatives, participants in 
the sequential (vs. base) condition showed greater goal 
persistence (82% vs. 68%, χ2 = 8.00, p = 0.005, φ = 0.16), 
whereas no difference between the superordinate and 
base condition (71% vs. 68%, χ2 = 0.20, p = 0.66). Again, 
consistent with the sequential account, participants 
were more likely to make a goal- consistent choice in 
the pooled sequential conditions than in the pooled su-
perordinate conditions (82% vs. 71%, χ2 = 9.82, p = 0.002, 
φ = 0.13). The foregone diversity effect was eliminated 
in both the sequential choice condition (82% vs. 82%, 
χ2 = 0.003, p = 0.95) and in the superordinate condition 
(72% vs. 71%, χ2 = 0.07, p = 0.79).

Studies 5A–C discussion

These studies specifically focused on the underlying 
inferences about foregoing diverse goal- inconsistent 
alternatives. Three studies provide converging evi-
dence consistent with the predictions of the sequen-
tial account, and inconsistent with the superordinate 

account. These results indicate that foregoing diverse 
temptations does not necessarily result in the percep-
tion of having foregone the entire superordinate cate-
gory of goal- inconsistent items. Instead, these findings 
support the conclusion that when individuals forego 
diverse (vs. similar) goal- inconsistent alternatives, it is 
perceived as having made a sequence of choices, each 
involving the rejection of a goal- inconsistent alterna-
tive. This perception seems to amplify the psychologi-
cal impact of a single, objective decision to choose a 
goal- consistent option from a given set, increasing the 
perceived sacrifice and subjective impact, and subse-
quently increasing the likelihood of making a goal- 
consistent choice.

In essence, these findings offer new insights into how 
foregoing diverse alternatives within a set can create 
an illusion of sequential decision- making, influencing 
subsequent goal- related perceptions and enhancing mo-
tivation. In addition, we identify an important and the-
oretically derived boundary condition: when the context 
conveys the distinct number of choices involved in fore-
going alternatives (either multiple sequential choices or 
one superordinate choice), consumers' sensitivity to the 
diversity of the alternatives is eliminated.

GEN ERA L DISCUSSION

The present research suggests that even when people 
make the same goal- consistent choice, how they per-
ceive the foregone goal- inconsistent options can in-
fluence their subsequent goal- related decisions. We 
demonstrated this foregone alternative diversity effect 
in multiple different goal contexts, including exercise, 
healthy eating, weight loss and savings. Across five 
studies (and four supplemental studies reported in the 
Online Appendix  J), we found that when consumers 
considered diverse (vs. similar) goal- inconsistent alter-
natives that they could have chosen instead of the goal- 
consistent choice they made, they believed that they 
had sacrificed more to be consistent with their goal, 
making a greater impact on their goal progress. They 
were then more likely to stick to the goal in subsequent 
consequential or hypothetical choices.

Our framework suggests that diversity among the 
foregone alternatives increases subjective impact of the 
prior goal- consistent choice in goal pursuit, because 
foregoing diverse (vs. similar) alternatives is perceived 
as involving greater sacrifice. Supporting our frame-
work, we demonstrate that the foregone diversity effect 
(shown in Studies 1 and 2) is mitigated when perceptions 
of sacrifice are lessened by considering goal- consistent 
alternatives (Study 3), when an objective marker makes 
perceptions of sacrifice irrelevant for assessing subjec-
tive impact (Study 4), and when the sequence of choices 
is made explicit, eliminating the effect on perceived sac-
rifice (Study 5). Mediation models (in Studies 3 and 4) 
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provide process evidence that foregone alternative diver-
sity increases perceived sacrifice, which leads to greater 
subjective impact, which then boosts subsequent moti-
vation to persist in goal pursuit. Across the studies we 
also test but do not find support for a variety of other 
goal- related inferences and processes as alternative ex-
planations (e.g., in Studies 1–3).

Theoretical contributions

The current research makes multiple contributions 
to the literature on goals and motivation. First, this 
research contributes to the literature on the role of 
perceived impact in ongoing goal pursuit. A large 
body of research has demonstrated that motivation 
increases with a greater sense of impact and has sug-
gested various cues that inf luence the perceived im-
pact, including visual cues representing proximity to 
the goal's ending or starting point, reference points 
to monitor goal progress, and even spatial distance 
to a donation recipient in a prosocial goal context 
(Cheema & Bagchi,  2011; Kivetz et  al.,  2006; Koo & 
Fishbach, 2012; Nunes & Dreze, 2006; Touré- Tillery & 
Fishbach, 2018). Building on this research, we suggest 
the diversity of foregone alternatives as a novel factor 
that individuals may use to assess how much impact 
their goal- consistent action has made on overall goal 
pursuit process, particularly in the absence of other 
means for judging goal impact.

Second, this research advances our understand-
ing of how choice sets impact goal- directed decisions. 
Considering that goal attainment often requires re-
peated goal- consistent choices over time, not just a sin-
gle success at a static snapshot in time, it is important 
to understand how one's past choices and the context 
of those past choices, such as foregone alternatives, 
influences people's subsequent motivation. Although 
previous research has primarily focused on how the 
composition of current choice alternatives affects eval-
uations of and preferences between those alternatives, 
we investigate the effect of choice sets in sequential 
choices, demonstrating that the type of foregone al-
ternatives from a prior decision influences subsequent 
goal pursuit behavior.

The current findings shed new light on the role of 
memory in goal pursuit, exploring how the content of 
consumers' recollections of past goal- related decisions 
shape their subsequent decisions. While prior stud-
ies have focused on how memories of chosen actions 
(e.g., self- control success or failure; Mukhopadhyay 
et  al.,  2008) affect subsequent motivation, the current 
paper demonstrates the motivating effect of the diver-
sity of unchosen alternatives. Further, although prior 
research investigated the effect of the actual composi-
tion of alternatives in a choice set, the present research 
suggests that the mental representation of foregone 

alternatives can impact how consumers evaluate their 
past choice and change their future goal- related deci-
sions. Specifically, in most of our studies, participants 
simply recalled alternatives they could have chosen, 
constructing the choice set retrospectively. This sug-
gests that merely considering diverse goal- inconsistent 
alternatives afterwards, rather than actually foregoing 
more diverse options at the time of choice, can influence 
subsequent goal persistence.

Managerial implications

This finding is particularly meaningful from a practi-
cal perspective. Companies or organizations generally 
cannot directly influence which alternatives consum-
ers actually consider and forego at the time of choice- 
making. However, they can encourage consumers to 
reconstruct their counterfactual alternatives in a par-
ticular way afterwards, by direct messaging or framing, 
which our findings suggest could result in a positive 
boost in their motivation. A simple external cue induc-
ing people to look back at various alternatives they have 
foregone thus far to stick to their goal may help people 
stay motivated.

For example, when goal tracking apps interact with 
their users, sending messages emphasizing users' past 
success in resisting diverse temptations for goal- pursuit 
(e.g., “You overcame so many different temptations to 
get this far…”) could be more helpful to encourage be-
havioral consistency than merely tracking their past 
success or failure. Alternatively, when users log their 
goal- consistent choices, they can be prompted to name 
goal- inconsistent alternatives and then the diversity 
among the alternatives can be highlighted to them. 
However, it is important to keep the moderators we have 
found in mind: this strategy is likely to be less effective 
when people don't already hold the goal, when the goal 
relevance of the behavior is not obvious, or when salient 
markers of goal progress are present.

Supplemental study A3 further suggests a simple way 
to harness the foregone diversity effect, increasing per-
ceived diversity among alternatives via categorization. 
According to Mogilner et  al.  (2008), splitting options 
into more categories signals greater variety among the 
available alternatives. In study A3, we used a fixed set 
of foregone alternatives and manipulated the perceived 
diversity only using categorization (e.g., the same al-
ternatives grouped into a single category vs. split into 
multiple categories). Multiple categorization increased 
participants' perceptions of the diversity of the same set 
of alternatives and, more importantly, enhanced their 
motivation for further goal pursuit. Marketers may be 
able to leverage this strategy to help consumers get over 
the “stuck in the middle” effect (e.g., Bonezzi et al., 2011), 
especially when the objective impact of past choices on 
goal progress is unclear.
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Future research directions

Our findings offer interesting possibilities for future re-
search. First, the current studies focus on the role of al-
ternatives specifically when individuals have made a 
goal- consistent choice. It would be interesting to investi-
gate the effect of foregone alternative diversity when par-
ticipants have made a goal- inconsistent choice, failing to 
follow their goal, foregoing multiple goal- consistent alter-
natives. After succumbing to a temptation, would the diver-
sity among the foregone goal- consistent options impact the 
perceived severity of the goal- pursuit failure and influence 
subsequent decisions? Extending our theorizing in the cur-
rent work, we would tentatively predict that when people 
choose a goal- inconsistent option over more diverse goal- 
consistent alternatives, they may perceive they have failed 
multiple times, evaluating their previous goal- inconsistent 
choice as more of a setback to goal attainment.

Second, our framework raises the question of whether 
individuals might strategically generate diverse foregone 
alternatives as a self- control device. Consumers often 
show motivated reasoning, selectively interpreting am-
biguous information in ways that are consistent with their 
preferred future choice. Particularly in a goal- pursuit 
context, consumers exaggerate or downplay perceived 
progress, depending on their goal status, to increase 
motivation (Huang et al., 2012). In contrast, consumers 
also distort their memories about past indulgence to li-
cense the present indulgence such that they understate 
the past goal- inconsistent behavior (e.g., decreased cal-
orie estimate of previous candy consumption; May & 
Irmak, 2014). Future research can examine whether con-
sumers tend to construe foregone alternatives as more 
diverse or attempt to recall more diverse alternatives to 
exaggerate the impact of the prior goal- consistent choice 
and maintain their motivation to persist towards their 
goal.

In sum, our findings suggest that considering the di-
verse roads not taken motivates people to stick to their 
path. When people consider having foregone diverse (vs. 
similar) goal- inconsistent alternatives, they are likely to 
perceive that they have made a greater sacrifice when 
choosing a goal- consistent option, with greater impact 
on overall goal pursuit, motivating subsequent goal- 
consistent choices.
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